
Intent to test NOLD’s technology 

 

This Agreement made on _________________  

between  

NOLD LIMITED, registered in the United Kingdom with company number14553448, a software 
platform redefining fashion resale by empowering brands to be part of the equation by owning 
the profit and environmental impact of their resale market, referred to as NOLD or the Platform; 

and  

_____________________, referred to as the Brand; 

together referred to as the Parties, 

is not legally binding and is meant to indicate  

1) NOLD’s willingness to review its technology to the Brand prior to its launch and  
2) The Brand’s interest to test the technology and partner with NOLD under preferential 

conditions for the Platform’s launch 
3) Should the latter wish to partner with NOLD officially, the Parties with enter a new binding 

Agreement 

 

NATURE OF AGREEMENT 

NOLD is building a peer-to-peer platform empowering brands to own the profits and 
environmental impact of their resale market.  

THE SOLUTION: WHAT IS NOLD 

To power this, NOLD is building an app serving as a hub for the industry, where a copy of the 
product database of all brands is stored safely. Having the products’ database available in the 
app empowers fashion re-sellers to enjoy the fastest resale listing in the world. 

NOLD is further able to develop a dedicated landing page for the Brand, where only pre-loved 
products by the Brand appear. The page could be customised to match 100% the aesthetics and 
needs of the Brand. A latter dedicated website for the pre-loved goods for the brands could be 
developed upon the request of the Brand and it is optional.  



BUSINESS MODEL: HOW DOES YOUR BRAND EARN 

 
The seller of a sold piece can opt to claim their payout either 85% in cash or in store credit that is 
at minimum 100%. 

In case the seller opts to receive their payout in cash, NOLD transfers 85% of the transaction to 
the seller,10% to the Brand and NOLD retains 5%. 

In case, the seller opts for store credit, the latter receives a store credit code to spend this value at 
the Brand’s online store, where NOLD pays the Brand 90% of the resale transaction value and 
retains 10%. 

The Brand can specify the percentage of store credit it is willing to offer to the reseller, where the 
minimum is 100%. 

Optional 
Store credit percentage:_________% (This is indicative and can be changed later. According to 
our research 115% in store credit vs. 85% cash converts 4x more people to opt for store credit 
over cash as compared to 100% in store credit vs. 85% cash) 

OBLIGATIONS: PROVIDE BRAND PRODUCT DATABASE 
 
To test the technology, the Brand could supply NOLD with its product database in a CSV/excel 
format (sent to dev@nold.app) or integrate our API, which would give NOLD access to the 
product feed.  
 
NOLD would ONLY need the product database that includes the products’ photography, prices, 
description, composition, etc. No information regarding your customers, sales, etc would ever be 
required or accessible by our API, unless further optional features are requested and enabled by 
the Brand. The data will be solely used with the intention of facilitating the fastest product listing 
and for no other external use.   

 

FOR NOLD        FOR ___________ 

Name: Boryana Uzunova       Name: 
Title: Co-founder and CEO      Title:  
Email: bory@nold.app       Email: 
Date:          Date:  
 

Signature:        Signature: 

 


